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ABSTRACT 

 Indonesia has potency resource natural abundant tourism, very dear when potency 

tourist this in vain and not utilized optimally, one of them is object Tour waterfall Leuwi Hejo 

the moment this managed by the community and Forest Non- Governmental Organizations as 

well as Perhutani. Destination study is knowing factor booster and inhibitor development object 

tour waterfall Leuwi Hejo and how much big contributions made to income community and 

income original area Bogor Regency. Methodology study with PRA (Particapatory Rutal 

Appraisal approach) with method Triangulation. Search and data processing with use method 

non-probability sampling with technique purposive sampling. From the results study so 

obtained fact that factor booster object tour waterfall Leuwi hejo is a beautiful natural 

panorama, cool and fresh air and have clean and tasteful water cold / fresh that can be enjoy 

for visitors object travel. Factor blocker object tour waterfall Leuwi hejo namely the 

development program object travel still _constrained by some thing as well as access the path 

that doesn't support. Existence object tour this has give impact economy to Public with creation 

field work and activities economy society. Development Object Tour waterfall Leuwi hejo is 

manage and maintain object tour with well, as well build facilities and infrastructure as well as 

infrastructure. 
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PRELIMINARY 

 Sector tourist is sector potential to be developed as one _ source state and local income. 

Tourism activities can expand job opportunities, both from facilities and infrastructure 

development activities as well as from other business sectors that are directly or indirectly 

related to tourism (Pratama and Mukhyi, 2021). The cause of the tourism business can develop 

rapidly in Indonesia because the tourism sector is driven as a very large labor recruiter and is a 

source of Indonesian economic income, this can be seen from the contribution of the tourism 

sector to Indonesia's GDP from year to year. Factor supporter tourist is a strategic area of 

Indonesia, beauty charm nature with power high tensile, as well as existence supportive people 

sector tourism. Constitution Number 10 of 2009 concerning Tourism, that power pull tour is 

all something that has uniqueness, in the form of a variety of natural, cultural and man-made 

wealth which is the target or purpose of tourist visits  

Amount visit foreign tourists to Indonesia via door enter main April 2022 reached 

111.06 thousand visit increase by 172.27 percent compared month earlier and increased by 

499.01 percent compared the same month year 2021 (News Official Statistics, April 2022). It 

is estimated that the contribution of the tourism sector to the National GDP in 2022 will reach 

4.3%. Slightly higher than the estimated achievement in 2021, which is 4.2%. In addition, in 

terms of added value, the creative economy is targeted to reach IDR 1,236 trillion in 2022 

(Hutauruk, 2022). 

Bogor Regency has tremendous tourism potential, fine in the form of tour nature, 

tourism history, travel education, travel culture, as well as tour artificial other, Potential tourist 

this push Government Bogor Regency made sector this as locomotive for increase Regional 

Original Income (PAD). As PAD locomotive, tourism will support vision Regency as The City 

of Sports and Tourism. Bogor Regent Ade Yasin wants whole village capable dig potency 

travel so you can push development tourism in Bogor Regency, no only in the area Peak but 

development potency tour throughout the Bogor Regency area. One of the strategies for 

developing a tourism management system is to increase the role and development of villages 

in tourism (Public Communication Team/Diskominfo Bogor Regency). 

Based on Soeswoyo's research (2019), the target for the effectiveness of the tourism 

sector set during the period 2012-2016 has an average ratio of above 100% including the very 

effective criteria, the average overall contribution of Hotel Tax, Restaurant Tax and 

Entertainment Tax receipts is of 28.8% included in the medium criteria.  
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Bogor Regency has many tourism objects, both managed by local governments, private 

parties and those managed by the community. The Leuwi Hejo Curug Tourism Object is 

currently managed by Perhutani and the Forest Village Community Institution (LMDH) as well 

as the local community. Curug Leuwi Hejo Tourism is one of the natural attractions in the form 

of a river that has beautiful views and waterfalls, although not high, which is currently managed 

by the surrounding community and villages. The location is natural and natural tourism that 

has not been touched by any touch, including access roads leading to tourist attractions which 

are still village roads and do not have parking for cars and large vehicles such as buses. 

The research was conducted at Curug Leuwi Hejo tourism object, which is a form of 

community participation in developing tourism potential which is expected to have an 

economic impact and increase community income and employment opportunities in Karang 

Tengah Village, Babakan Madang District, Sentul. Curug Leuwi Hejo Tourism besides having 

encouraging and inhibiting factors, the driving factor is in the form of beautiful, green and 

beautiful natural panoramas, clean and blue and cold water, while the inhibiting factors are 

roads that are less supportive and promotions that have not been carried out only by word of 

mouth. Based on this, research was carried out using the PRA approach or Participatory Rural 

Appraisal which is a research approach by involving the surrounding community in developing 

the area or its potential or the technique of preparing and developing operational programs 

aimed at developing rural areas (Daniel, Darmawati, and Nieldalina, 2006). 

The PRA method is an approach that invites the community to participate in the 

process of building and developing an activity (Muhsin, Nafisah and Siswanti, 2018a). The 

steps for the preparation of the PRA method, namely: 

1. Secondary data collection  

2. Interview information key 

3. Semi- structured interview 

4. Focus Group Discussion (FGD) 

5. Mapping and modeling participatory 

6. Transect walk (Going around with the community) 

7. Make timeline 

PRA analysis in the development and development process village tour (Muhsin, 

Nafisah and Siswanti, 2018b) 

1. Analysis Potency 

2. discussion consensus 
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3. Compilation Planning Activity 

4. Evaluation Activity 

A number of condition development program screening countryside. 

1. Accepted by society local. 

2. Profitable by economy. 

3. Give impact positive for environment. 

Destination Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) in principle wants to empower and 

strengthen society's economy. PRA has two major destinations, namely: (Muhsin, Nafisah and 

Siswanti, 2018c) 

1.  Purpose Practical, nature destination practical for period short as form activity society with 

destination end for Fulfill needs period short and increase well-being society. In addition, 

practical goals are also used as a reference for the community as a means of learning as 

well as empowering the community to develop. The facilitator functions as a companion 

who is ready to provide education. The facilitator must be ready to guide and transform 

knowledge into the community. It is hoped that the education and training delivered can 

change people's behavior to become more independent individuals with programs designed 

for their economic welfare. 

2.  Strategic Objectives, strategic objectives are long period. Pay attention to focus more refers 

to achievement change social Public past development and approach learning, including 

in achievement empower Public more independent and productive. 

Daniel (2002) argues that with existence institutional local, then will help enhancement 

income and increase productivity society. With so occur stabilization in conserve source power 

local. 

 In terms of community-based tourism or PRA, it is one method through which the 

village government as the holder of power, invites the participation of the village community 

as a whole in every activity to develop community-based tourism. Starting from analyzing the 

potential, preparing plans, compiling work plans and evaluating with all parties involved. The 

plan is the result of the planning process in the form of a list of stipulations regarding future 

action steps regarding what activities, who will implement them, where, when the schedule is 

and how many resources will be used, as well as various information regarding the benchmarks, 

in order to achieve results. 
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Developing a good work plan must begin by determining clear goals in the form of a 

vision or target to be achieved. A work plan helps you change your current state by achieving 

your desired goals. Your goals can be achieved if you are able to make a good plan. 

The first thing to do is to analyze the potential, to see, to observe all the potentials, 

conditions that exist and are owned by the village. Both natural resources, human resources, 

infrastructure, arts and culture and others. In this case, it is a continuation of the analysis of the 

potential condition of the village, namely agreeing on something related to what is the strength 

of the village to be ready to be promoted to outsiders as the advantages of the village. This is 

an important stage where what the Village Government does, will be administratively 

accounted for, from activity plans, budget plans to activity implementation plans. 

Planning before carrying out the work, will help the team get better and more efficient 

results. A work plan is an effort to take careful action before doing something so that what is 

done works well as expected. 

After conducting a potential analysis, then evaluating activities, the important stages 

that must be accountable to the community, the development and progress of a Tourism Village 

depends on how the cooperation is built between the Village Government and the community 

as a whole. It is hoped that there will be input and suggestions from the evaluation of activities, 

with a note that the community is invited to take part and participate in all forms of activities, 

committees, preparation of work plans, activity reports to activity evaluations. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 Object study this is Tour waterfall Leuwi hejo located in Wangun Village Cileungsi, 

Karang Tengah Village, District Babakan Madang, Sentul, Bogor Regency. The distance from 

Bogor City is about 20 Km. Object Tour this have large about 20 hectares. on the spot this 

There are 2 (two) waterfalls, namely: waterfall Leuwi Hejo and Curug Barong. 

The object of this research is Curug Leuwi Hejo Tourism located in Wangun Cileungsi 

Village, Karang Tengah Village, Babakan Madang District, Sentul, Bogor Regency. The 

distance from Bogor City is about 20 Km. This tourist attraction has an area of about 20 

hectares. In this place there are 2 (two) waterfalls, namely Curug Leuwi Hejo and Curug 

Barong. 

The research is qualitative based on empirical research (using empirical facts in the field, 

obtained from interviews or through direct observation) and quantitative with primary and 

secondary data sources. 
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Sampling using the non-probability sampling method is a sampling technique that does 

not provide equal opportunities or opportunities for each member to be selected as a sample 

(Sugiono, 2011a). The technique used is purposive sampling, determining the sample with 

certain considerations (Sugiono (2011b), with the characteristics of all tourists who make 

tourist visits to Curug Leuwi Hejo with age criteria more than or equal to 17 years. Apart from 

tourists, managers, workers and owners of business units in tourist destinations are also samples 

in this study, the number of samples used by researchers is 200 people 

This study uses an approach to distributing questionnaires to the public, visitors and 

interviews with managers and the surrounding community. The analytical method used is the 

PRA (Participatory Rural Appraisal) approach. 

Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) is an approach that invites the community to 

participate in the development process and the development of an activity. Development 

through participation demands an active role from the community in mutual cooperation and 

deliberation, with what goals are being planned by all parties involved and can be implemented 

properly. Community empowerment and participation are strategies in the people-centred 

development paradigm. 

Analysis technique this use approach what written in Muhsin, Nafisah and Siswanti, 

2018b with approach as give me: 

1. Potential Analysis 

2. discussion consensus 

3. Compilation Planning Activity 

4. Evaluation Activity 

The data used are the results of interviews and visual observations at the tourist 

attraction within an interval of 3 weeks, and approach the community and several parties such 

as Perhutani and the Wana Sejahtera Forest Village Community Institute, Karang Tengah 

Village. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 Before conducting a study on the existence of an object of research, it is necessary to 

take steps to collect an activity, so that during the implementation of this activity the 

participation of the community can be maximized. The steps taken include: 
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4.1. Potential analysis 

a. Region Mapping 

By observing the area and tourist area of Curug Leuwi Hejo which is located in Wangun 

Cileungsi Village, Karang Tengah Village, Babakan Madang District, Sentul, Bogor 

Regency with a distance of ± 20 Km from Bogor City. This tourist attraction has an area of 

about 20 hectares. In this place there are 2 (two) waterfalls, namely Curug Leuwi Hejo and 

Curug Barong. Curug Leuwi Hejo has a height of about ± 3 meters and has a depth of ± 2 

meters. While Curug Barong has a height of about ± 4 meters and has a depth of ± 2 meters. 

Curug Barong and Leuwihejo are located in the Babakan Madang Forest Area. The Bogor 

BKPH Babakan Madang RPH is managed together with the Wana Sejahtera Forest Village 

Community Institution, Karang Tengah Village, the location has its own uniqueness from 

other tours, both in the natural atmosphere, the challenges of the terrain and the beauty of 

the green reflection of the water. 

b. State Analysis 

1.  Past circumstances: 

Before being managed as water tourism facilities, Curug Leuwi Hejo and Curug Barong 

were used by the community to carry out daily activities, such as bathing, irrigating rice 

fields, fishing, and others. Like the general flow of the river in the past, which was mostly 

used for irrigating rice fields and people's daily activities. 

Curug Leuwi Hejo or better known to the local community as Curug Bengkok is a mini 

waterfall that is accommodated by a small green pond and has very clear and cold water. 

Actually the name of the river is the Cileungsi river. From here the beginning of the 

Cileungsi river came from, because the jet of water when exposed to the sun is green so it 

is called Leuwi Hejo. Bengkok waterfall is so named because the water that falls from the 

rocks is not straight, which for local people is called crooked (not straight) and turns. The 

name Leuwi Hejo itself comes from the Sundanese language which means waterfall where 

the bath is green. 

Based on myths and stories, this place is guarded by an elder named Mbah Barong and Aki 

Jawa. There are also those who say that this one tourist location is associated with Nyi 

Blorong and Mbah Uyud Marsinah. In the vicinity of Curug Leuwi Hejo there is a shrine of 

Mbah Uyud Marsinah. Another myth is that the water is able to cure itching and paralysis 

of the limbs. 
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According to local residents, Curug Barong was a hiding place for Darul Islam rebels or the 

Indonesian Islamic Army (DI/TII) around the 1950s. This place used to be a field and dense 

forest, so it could be used as a hiding place and the place was close to the legal center of 

government at that time. Leuwi Hejo has several waterfalls, there are 5 total waterfalls 

namely Leuwi Hejo waterfall, Leuwi Liek waterfall, Leuwi Ciung waterfall, Leuwi Cepet 

waterfall, and Baliung waterfall. 

2.  Current situation: 

 Currently, Curug Leuwi Hejo and Curug Barong are still used by the community to carry 

out daily activities, such as bathing, also used as tourism managed by the people of 

Kampung Wangun and assisted by Perhutani and the Forest Village Community (LMDH). 

The Leuwi Hejo Curug Tourism Object was first proposed by Mr. Putu, he felt that this 

place had the potential to be a tourist attraction. 

The current existence of Curug Leuwi Hejo and Curug Barong can help the community's 

economy with village-style economic activities, such as selling food, drinks, and clothes. 

The waterfall, which is known as Green Canyon Bogor, has a depth ranging from 2 (two) 

meters to 10 meters. 

The entrance fee for the Leuwi Hejo Curug Tourism Object is Rp. 10,000, - per person 

(during 2018 research) and the current entrance ticket is Rp. 15,000, - to Rp. 25.000.-

Opening hours: 24 hours (at the time of research) now limited from 07.00 to 18.00. The two-

wheeled vehicle parking fee is Rp. 5,000, - and Rp 10,000, - for four wheels at the time of 

the study and now it is Rp 8,000, - for two wheels and Rp 20,000, - for four wheels. Visitors 

will be crowded on holidays and weekends, while on weekdays it will decrease. 

There is a monitoring post near the location of the waterfall to maintain the safety of visitors. 

There is a buoy rental service available, there is a rope as a handle while in the river. 

The current condition of the Leuwi Hejo Curug Tourism Object: 

• Has 6 waterfalls : Leuwi Hejo waterfall, Barong waterfall, Leuwi Liek waterfall, Leuwi 

Ciung waterfall, Leuwi Cepet waterfall, and Baliung waterfall. 

• Guard post : 3 pieces 

• Toilets/WC : 12 units at a cost of Rp. 2,000,- 

• Mosque : 1 size 3 x 5 meters 

• MSMEs : 14 stalls 

• Adequate changing place 

• Lodging :  With a price of Rp. Rp 50,000, - to Rp. 570,000,- per night with bed 

and blanket facilities, restaurant, wifi, swimming pool, spa, karaoke, 
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tennis court (SLDC Hotel, Learning Hotel, Rukun Hotel, Senior 

Living Residence). 

• Money Changer  :  Bogor Suci Sejahtera, Bellanova Country 

3.  Future trends: 

a.  It is expected to improve facilities and infrastructure, improve roads to the location and 

location of the waterfall, build lodging around the location, representative food and drink 

shops, rest areas, parks, and health facilities. In addition, it needs to be maintained and 

preserved so that it can become a sustainable, clean, green, cool and shady tourist 

attraction. 

b.  The management of Leuwi Hejo Waterfall which is handled and managed professionally, 

requires supervision and management of objects and the preservation of the surrounding 

environment. Perhutani and the Forest Village Community Institution (LMDH) have not 

yet allowed it to carry out operations but on the other hand it is currently building a 

mosque using the budget issued from tourist tickets. Currently, there is one payment 

ticket that previously there were two. The local community rejects the existence of a 3rd 

party who is currently managing the parking lot, because this is still in the Perhutani area, 

there needs to be cooperation with Perhutani which is bridged by village officials and 

residents 

c. There needs to be guidance from the local government on tourism management and 

tourism. 

d.  Involvement of the surrounding community to maintain the object's environment as well 

as cleanliness and safety. 

e.  Involvement of the community in tourism management, it is necessary to form a 

management that can work together with the existing Bumdes and existing forest 

community groups. 

c.  Changes That Happened. 

1.  Improving the community's economy by opening stalls, shops, inns, and other forms 

of business, in addition to opening up employment opportunities and managing 

parking and security. 

2.  Facilities and infrastructure. 

 Improvement of village roads and roads to the location with concrete, additional 

facilities needed in tourism, establishment of stalls and shops that are neatly and 

beautifully arranged, safe parking lots, and security at tourist attractions to guard 

against all possibilities that occur, such as drifting, slipping and etc. 
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3.  Environmental management and especially waste, because the current conditions are 

much dirtier than before, there needs to be education to dispose of waste not carelessly 

and to keep the environment clean and comfortable, 

4. Involvement of the community and visitors to protect this tourist attraction from 

environmental damage. 

d.  Community Livelihood 

 The location of Curug Leuwi Hejo was formerly included in the Perhutani area, the 

livelihoods of the residents as farmers and breeders of cattle and goats, as well as native 

chickens. Karang Tengah Village has a population of 16,247 people, with an area of 

28.59 Km2, with a population density of 568 people per Km2. Most of the population is 

self-employed, with the average education being high school and equivalent. The main 

commodity of Karang Tengah Village is beans. With the development of village potential 

in the form of tourism objects, now more open forms of livelihood that take advantage 

of the existence of these attractions. 

e. Location and Transportation 

 This tourist location is far from the center of Bogor, approximately 20 Km which can be 

reached by car in about an hour, can be reached via the toll road exit at South Sentul, or 

you can use public transportation which is not a lot to go to tourist sites. From the South 

Sentul toll road head to the Sentul Nirwana complex until you meet the roundabout and 

Jungle Land ride, then turn left and follow the road to the village. 

f.  Organizational structure 

 The current head of Karang Tengah Village led by H SUHANDI WIDIAPRANATA 

wants good organizational management, which is managed by the community for the 

community. The organization formed is very simple and there is no management that 

manages it, based on the agreement of the residents. At that time there were community 

institutions that received directions from Perhutani to open the waterfall area. The 

management of this tourism object is coordinated by the Forest Village Community 

Institution (LMDH) in collaboration with Perhutani. 

4.2. Deliberation and consensus 

 The management of this tourism object is managed by Bumdes in collaboration with 

the surrounding community, Perhutani and Forest Village Community Institutions based on 

deliberation and consensus to develop this tourism into a good and natural destination by 
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prioritizing the potential that exists in Karang Tengah village. 

 The form of community participation in developing the village and making this tourist 

attraction a village tourism with its uniqueness. For that there needs to be cooperation with all 

stakeholders including the surrounding community as the main owner of this tourist location. 

Factors Encouraging Curug Leuwi Hejo Tourism Objects 

a.  Curug Leuwi Hejo is unique in the form of a terraced pool formed from a stone structure, 

with very clear water which causes the bottom of the pool to be seen clearly. Especially if 

tourists go up to the top, the view of the waterfall looks more clear.  The lake under the 

waterfall gives a clear greenish reflection. The rural atmosphere provides cool and clean air 

making it comfortable for visitors. 

b.  Beautiful natural panorama, cool and fresh air, this natural beauty is reflected in the many 

shady trees, the sound of gurgling water, and the air is cool and refreshing, natural, clear 

and green water. Its beauty has been presented since the trip to the tourist location, with the 

panorama of green hills and waterfalls being a unique dish of its own. 

c.  With the myth that Leuwi Hejo water has natural healing properties, the water is efficacious 

in curing itching and paralysis of the limbs. 

d.  For tourists who don't want to play in the water, they can sit on the rocks along the Leuwi 

Hejo stream. On the banks of the stream there are lush trees that make the atmosphere of the 

waterfall shady. The natural scenery can calm the mind, not to mention the sound of the 

waterfall gurgling. 

e.  There are already supporting facilities, such as hotels and inns ranging from cheap to 

expensive prices even though the place is a bit far from tourist sites. 

f.  The safety and comfort factor is good, because it involves the residents and the nearest police 

station to guard the object. 

g.  An amazing view for taking selfies with views of waterfalls, expanses of green rice fields 

and hills, clear blue water, 

h.  The location is easy to reach from several places by motorbike or private car, only 3-4 hours 

drive from Jakarta, easy road access makes Curug Leuwi Hejo the most favorite Sentul 

Trekking destination. Mileage of Tourist Attractions Close to the City: 

From the city of Bogor, the distance is ± 20 Km with beautiful views, in addition to stretches 

of green rice fields. The journey from Bogor City is taken within one hour. 

a. Using private vehicle (car): 

•  From Jakarta : Jagorawi - North Sentul - Babakan Madang - Curug Leuwi Hejo Toll 

Road. (± 2 Hours) 
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•  From Bekasi : Jalan Raya Bogor - Citeureup - Sentul - Babakan Madang - Curug 

Leuwi Hejo. (± 2 Hours) 

•  From Bogor : Jagorawi Toll Road - North Sentul - Babakan Madang - Leuwi Hejo 

Waterfall. (± 1 Hour) 

b. Using a personal vehicle (motorcycle): 

•  From Jakarta : Jalan Raya Bogor – Cibinong - Sentul – Babakan Madang - Curug 

Leuwi Hejo. (± 2.5 Hours) 

•  From Bekasi : Jalan Raya Bogor - Citeureup - Sentul - Babakan Madang - Curug 

Leuwi Hejo. (± 2 Hours) 

•  From Bogor : Jalan Bogor Baru – Bukit Sentul - Babakan Madang - Curug Leuwi 

Hejo. (± 1.5 Hours) 

c. Using public transportation: 

•  Bus : From Bogor terminal, take Trans Pakuan to Bellanova at a rate of Rp. 7,000,-. 

Then take city transportation no.44 to Babakan Madang at a rate of Rp. 4,000,-. After 

that, use a motorcycle taxi at a rate of Rp. 20,000, - to the Leuwi Hejo Waterfall 

Tourism Object. 

•  Train : Get off at Bogor station. Take city transportation no. 03 get off at 

Damri/Botanical Terminal at a rate of Rp. 5.000,-. Take the Trans Pakuan route to 

Bellanova at a rate of Rp. 7,000,-. Then take the city transportation no. 44 to Babakan 

Madang at a rate of Rp. 4,000,-. After that, use a motorcycle taxi at a rate of Rp. 

20,000, - to the Leuwi Hejo Waterfall Tourism Object. 

i. The entry ticket price is relatively cheap, the ticket price includes parking and security fees. 

 

Factors Inhibiting the Attraction of Curug Leuwi Hejo 

a.  Promotion of tourist attractions that are still lacking, only based on social media from those 

who have come. News coverage in newspapers is also lacking, but it is greatly helped by 

the existence of this social media either through IG, Facebook, Whatsapp, youtube, tiktok, 

Instagram, twitter, line, tumbir, pinterest, telegram, retddit and Snapchat. The signage to the 

object is minimal and uninformative. 

b. The tourism object development program is still simple. The short-term program 

implemented by the manager is the construction of entrance gates, installation of billboards, 

banners at tourist attractions, and restaurants. 

c.  Limited budget for facilities and infrastructure for tourist attractions, which still rely on 

entrance tickets and assistance from several parties such as Perhutani and Sentul City 
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managers. 

d.  The condition of the road is not supportive which is still a village road, the road is still rocky. 

e.  Lack of professional manpower in managing tourism objects, because the base is still 

residents and there are non-governmental organizations coordinated by the Forest Village 

Community Institution (LMDH) in collaboration with Perhutani. 

f.  The security factor is less than optimal and there are still fees from people who are not 

related to tourism objects. 

Revenue Contribution 

The existence of Curug Leuwi Hejo has given blessings to the people of Kampung 

Wangun in particular and the people of Karang Tengah Village in general, with the economic 

revival from farming communities to entrepreneurs in the form of opening stalls and supporting 

tourism objects, because this area used to be isolated and closed. 

With the existence of this tourist attraction, there is income obtained in the form of 

entrance tickets which include parking tickets. This contribution can be seen in the 

improvement of tourism objects and tourist facilities, road repairs, construction of mosques and 

other facilities. Because currently there is no assistance and attention from the district 

government. 

Although this contribution is not large, it provides a large added value, while the 

contribution to local government is still relatively small because there is a distribution of 

income for managers and the community. 

4.3. Preparation of Future Activity Planning 

Surrounding community groups, Perhutani and Forest Non-Governmental 

Organizations, supervised by Bumdes, are strengthening and improving management and profit 

sharing, because it is felt that their existence is very good and has tourism selling value. The 

main thing that needs to be done at this time is road transportation to tourism objects that need 

to be improved and widened with the help of the local government, because this road access 

also supports tourism objects located before and after the Leuwi Hejo waterfall tourist 

attraction which also requires facilities. good way. 

4.4. Activity Evaluation 

This evaluation is important as a control and monitoring tool for managers and the 
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surrounding community with the existence of this tourism which can provide added value to 

the community's economic activities. So there needs to be good and transparent management 

and management support. It would be better if the existence of this tour is managed by the 

community and the existing institutions, as a basis for community-based sustainable 

development, so that the hope is that people feel they have this tour and make this tour to 

support the economy and development. 

CONCLUSION 

a. The existence of Curug Leuwi Hejo has provided added value for the surrounding 

community in particular and the Karang Tengah village community in the form of economic 

activities and employment. And make the area famous throughout the people of Bogor and 

West Java and Indonesia. 

b.  Leuwi Hejo waterfall and five other waterfalls in Karang Tengah Village, namely Leuwi 

Liek waterfall, Leuwi Ciung waterfall, Leuwi Cepet waterfall, and Baliung waterfall have 

their own advantages and beauty and complement each other, so that this becomes more 

value than Leuwi Hejo waterfall. 

c.  The contribution of the community in the management of this tourism object is very large 

and mutual cooperation which was previously a pure farming community now has additional 

income from this tourism sector in the form of income from the establishment of small shops 

in the form of SMEs. 

d.  Part of the income obtained from entrance tickets and parking is used for the construction 

of the tourist attraction itself, building a mosque and building infrastructure to support the 

existence of this tourist attraction, so that now the shape is very different from before, neatly 

arranged. 

e.  With the existence of this tourist attraction, there is income obtained in the form of entrance 

tickets which include parking tickets. This contribution can be seen in the improvement of 

tourism objects and tourism facilities, road repairs, construction of mosques and other 

facilities. 

Suggestion: 

1.  It is necessary to form a good organization by collaborating between the Forest Village 

Community Institution and the surrounding community represented by several trusted 

figures, so that management and financial responsibilities are also clear. 
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2.  The hope is to bring this tourist attraction more famous and iconic for the people of Karang 

Tengah Village in particular and Bogor Regency in general. 

3.  There needs to be a concern for the Regional Government of Bogor Regency to repair and 

widen the road leading to access to tourism objects which are currently in the form of village 

roads. 
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